Cavaliers Operating Company, LLC
One Center Court
Cleveland, Ohio 44115-4001

Welcome to Quicken Loans Arena
Quicken Loans Arena is a state-of-the art facility located in Cleveland, Ohio that was built to host
world-class events in a first-class environment. The arena is a multi-faceted facility that is not only
home to the NBA’s Cleveland Cavaliers, the AHL’s Lake Erie Monsters, and the AFL’s Cleveland
Gladiators, but it also sets the stage for a wide variety of concerts and events.
Arena amenities are second-to-none in technology and accommodations, but we are constantly
striving to upgrade and enhance our arena every day. Several upgrades from the past several years
include walk-through metal detectors at all entrances, an HDTV quality scoreboard, an acoustically
clear sound system, and a full-arena LED ring. Enhancements are seen in all new burgundy colored
arena seats and exciting concourse graphics that highlight great Cleveland performances. Moreover,
Quicken Loans Arena features an underground service area for quick, convenient load-in and loadout.
In order to ensure the success of your event, Quicken Loans Arena offers a dedicated team of
professionals that specialize in all areas of event planning, hospitality, customer service, production,
and building operations whom are considered to be among the best in the business.
The remainder of this packet expands on the first-class amenities of our arena and provides all the
technical specifications you need to know. However, if you have any questions or would like to
discuss hosting your event at Quicken Loans Arena, please reach out to a member of our team. We
look forward to working with you!

Sincerely,

Antony Bonavita, CFE
Vice President of Facility Operations
Quicken Loans Arena
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Contact Information
Quicken Loans Arena
One Center Court
Cleveland, OH 44115-4001
Office (216) 420-2000
Fax (216) 420-2235
www.theqarena.com

Vice President of Facility Operations

Antony Bonavita

(216) 420 -2021

Senior Director of Facility Operations

Matt Miller

(216) 420-2022

Senior Director of Events

Hallie Yavitch

(216) 420-2251

Senior Director, Arena Marketing

Chris Lesko

(216) 420-2219

Director of Safety and Security

Brian Herbert

(216) 420-2199

Director of Guest Experience

Patrick Scanlon

(216) 420-2172

Director of Engineering, Maintenance

Ray Deemer

(216) 420-2237

Manager of Event Services

Dominic Pavone

(216) 420-2261

Manager of Operations

Sherman Cartwright

(216) 420-2113

Building Crews Manager

Tom Thomas

(216) 420-2893

Senior Retail Manager

Sharon Caramell

(216) 420-2044

General Manager – ARAMARK

Kelly Romano

(216) 420-2659

Ticket Operations Manager

Mike Tillia

(216) 420-2265

Manager of Network Operations

Rob Hageman

(216) 420-2182
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City of Cleveland

The City of Cleveland is both an
economically and culturally diverse
city. Cleveland is not only the
corporate headquarters for several
large companies and home to one of
America’s best hospitals in the
Cleveland Clinic, but the city boasts a
growing tourism industry and is a
quite popular convention destination.
In fact, Cleveland was recently ranked
as “The Best City for Business
Meetings in the Continental U.S.”

With nearly 400,000 residents, the
City of Cleveland is the 48th largest city
in the U.S., and with nearly 3 million
residents, the Greater Cleveland
metro area is the 28th largest. In 2006,
Cleveland was named as one of
“America’s Most Liveable Cities,” by
The Economist.
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Directions & Parking
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Directions & Parking
DIRECTIONS
From the East:
Take Interstate 90/Rt. 2 West. Follow signs to downtown Cleveland. Remain on Rt. 2 as I-90 curves
away to the left. Exit at E. 9th St.; turn left on E. 9th St.; south to arena parking.
From the South:
Take I-77 North. Exit at Woodland Ave.; toward E. 30th St.; keep left. Follow signs for Woodland
Ave/Gateway/E. 30th St.; slight left onto OH 8 N./Woodland Ave. Turn right onto Huron Rd.
From the West:
Take I-90 East. Exit at E. 9th St.; turn left onto Prospect Ave. Turn left onto Huron Rd.
From the Southwest:
Take I-90 East or I-71 North to the Inner Belt merge. Continue on Inner Belt (I-90) to. 9th St.; exit
onto E. 9th St.; turn left onto Prospect Ave. Turn left onto Huron Rd.
From Cleveland Hopkins Airport:
Take I-71 North. Continue onto I-90 East. Exit onto E. 9th St.; turn left onto Prospect Ave. Turn left
onto Huron Rd.
Underground Service Area (USA) Entrance:
Enter Bolivar Rd. from E. 9th St.; the entrance to the USA will be on the left.

GENERAL PARKING
The Collection Auto Group Centre and East garages are two on-site garages that accommodate 3,300
cars. Each garage is accessible and has multiple passenger elevators to access the arena at ground
level or through the connecting bridges that lead directly into the facility. The bridges can be
accessed off Level 3 from elevators in both garages. Guests must have event tickets to enter the
arena via the bridges. In addition, more than 17,000 parking spaces are available within a five- to
ten-minute walk to Quicken Loans Arena.

SHOW VEHICLE PARKING
There is parking available for 14 buses in the USA. To access overflow parking, proceed to E. 9 th St
and take a right. Take the 2nd right onto Carnegie Ave. followed by a left onto Ontario St. Make the 1st
right onto Central Viaduct followed by a left onto Commercial Rd. The overflow lot is located at the
end of Commercial Rd. across Canal Rd. Please see the following page for a map of this lot.
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Directions & Parking
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Event Administration
RENTAL RATES
To receive pricing on rental rates, marketing charges and any labor or equipment needs for your
event, please contact the Senior Director of Events at (216) 420-2251.

TO BOOK AN EVENT
The event promoter must first contact the Senior Director of Events and make an available date
inquiry. A “First Hold,” or tentative reservation will be given to the individual requesting specific
dates. If another group desires to lease the building for any portion of the tentative dates, the first
group will be required to pay the standard non-refundable deposit and to sign and return a contract
within 24 hours of notification. Failure to complete these requirements in the allotted time will result
in a release of the date(s) being held. Event dates are confirmed only upon execution of an event
license agreement by the event promoter and Quicken Loans Arena, specifying all details of the
commitment, or delivery to and acceptance by Quicken Loans Arena of the appropriate deposits.

CONFIRMATION OF INSURANCE
The event promoter must furnish Quicken Loans Arena with a certificate of insurance showing that
the event promoter has in effect:


Commercial General Liability Insurance with a limit no less than $2,000,000 for any one
occurrence and a limit no less than $2,000,000 in the aggregate per event



Statutory Workers Compensation and Employer's Liability Insurance with a limit no less than
$500,000



Automobile Liability Insurance with a limit no less than $1,000,000 per accident



With any use of pyrotechnics, the event promoter must provide commercial general liability
insurance for bodily injury (including death) or property damage caused by the use of
pyrotechnics by the event promoter, performer or their subcontractor with a limit no less
than $2,000,000 per occurrence and $2,000,000 aggregate per event.

Please note that insurance requirements are subject to change based on the nature of the event, and
should you have further questions, please contact the Senior Director of Events at (216) 420-2251.
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Event Administration
TAXES, LICENSES, AND LAWS
The event promoter must comply with the requirements of all laws, orders, and regulations of the
federal, state, county and municipal authorities. This includes complying, without limitation, with
police, fire, and public safety authorities. In addition, the event promoter will adhere to any lawful
direction or order of public officers which shall impose any duty upon Quicken Loans Arena or the
event promoter with respect to the facilities or the use and occupancy thereof. The event promoter
will not do, nor suffer to be done, anything on said premises during the term of occupancy in
violation of any such laws, ordinances, rules or orders.
The event promoter must obtain and pay for all other necessary permits and licenses. In addition, the
payment of all other necessary federal, state or local taxes, as well as use fees, shall be the sole
responsibility of the event promoter.

SETTLEMENT POLICY
All event accounting is performed by Quicken Loans Arena’s finance department. Settlement is
normally completed the night of the event (no later than noon the next business day) with final
adjustments and complete financial accounts within 14 working days. At the conclusion of the event,
when the ticket office operation for the event is completed, Quicken Loans Arena will furnish the
event promoter with a ticket office statement detailing the gross revenues received from ticket sales.
The final settlement will include the following:
-

-

All available and documented expenses will be presented at the settlement.
The event promoter agrees to pay promptly any amounts shown to be due to Quicken Loans
Arena which are not paid in full by the ticket office receipts.
The event promoter agrees to examine the statement and to notify Quicken Loans Arena in
writing of any claimed error in the account or objectionable charge within ten business days
after receiving the statement. Unless the event promoter shall notify Quicken Loans Arena
within this time frame, the statement shall be deemed to be a true and correct statement of
account.
The event promoter may be required to make additional deposits prior to the event if, at the
sole discretion of Quicken Loans Arena, expenses will not be covered by ticket office receipts.
Deposits must be made by the designated deadline to prevent a possible cancellation of the
event and forfeiture of the event promoter’s deposit.
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Event Administration
EVENT MARKETING COORDINATION
The marketing staff at Quicken Loans Arena can offer a variety of services to assist in marketing and
promotional campaigns for your events at the arena, including writing press releases and
advertisements as well as coordinating media, press conferences and event promotions. The
marketing staff will also work to include mentions of your coming event through area event
calendars, marquee signage, recorded phone messages listing upcoming events, video board
announcements, event calendars provided on the Quicken Loans Arena web site and interactive
kiosks.
Notes:
-

-

-

Quicken Loans Arena reserves and retains all rights regarding its logos and trademarks. The
event promoter may produce media, collateral or premiums/merchandise contain Quicken
Loans Arena logos and trademarks provided all work meets official graphic standards and with
written permissions from arena management. Camera-ready logos and graphic standards are
available from the marketing staff.
Only approved event websites will be linked to Quicken Loan Arena’s website or related
websites. Any recognition afforded to hosted events on the arena’s website will be
determined by Quicken Loans Arena, in its sole discretion.
Event sponsorship/product-in-kind: due to concessionaire contractual agreements, Quicken
Loans Arena prohibits the sampling of food or beverages.
To purchase signage within Quicken Loans Arena, please contact the Senior Director, Arena
Marketing at (216) 420-2219

EVENT LABOR
From the guest services staff to the stagehands to the camera operators, Quicken Loans Arena will be
glad to arrange all of the labor needs for your event. Please note that an emergency staff and fire
marshal are required at all events and that union labor is also required (IATSE Local 27). For further
details regarding labor for your event, please contact the Manager of Event Services at (216) 4202261.
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Event Administration
HOUSE EQUIPMENT
Quicken Loans Arena can provide you with any equipment your event has needs for. Some of the
available equipment includes the following plus much more:

-

performance stage
ice rink
forklifts
electric pallet jacks
crowd barricades
telephones

-

basketball court
zambonis
scissor lifts
seating and tables
spotlights

Items that may be rented in addition to what the arena can provide include:

-

pipe and drape
dressing room furniture
towels
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Level, Seating, & Stage Layouts
ARENA & CONCOURSE MAP

Arena Levels
Level 1 – Event Level, Floor Seats, Key Private Bank Court Club, Patron Lounge
Level 2 – Founders Room, Suites and Banquet, Meeting Rooms
Level 3 – Main Concourse, Quaker Steak & Lube, Cavaliers Team Shop
Level 4 – The VIP Club, Suites, Bridges Restaurant, Gateway Garage Walkways, Huntington
Bank Club Level
Level 5 – Upper Concourse, Business Offices
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Level, Seating, & Stage Layouts
SUITE DIAGRAM
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Level, Seating, & Stage Layouts
END STAGE SEATING CHART

For concerts and theatrical presentations …
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Level, Seating, & Stage Layouts
CENTER STAGE SEATING CHART

For wrestling, concerts, and boxing events …
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Level, Seating, & Stage Layouts
OPEN FLOOR SEATING CHART

For the circus, ice and figure skating, rodeo, and monster truck events …
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Level, Seating, & Stage Layouts
Quicken Loans Arena underwent a complete seating renovation several years ago. The new seats are
state-of-the-art in design and functionality. Approximately 17,600 seats in the arena are permanently
fixed seats. These seats vary in width from 16” to 21”. In addition, there are 1,384 permanent seats
in the 87 luxury suites on Level 2 and Level 4. Additionally, there is room for over 2,300 folding chairs
on the arena floor. All seats are a Cavaliers’ custom colored burgundy fabric to match the Cavaliers’
logo, and a majority of the fixed seats have armrests and cup holders. Moreover, all arena seating
meets the new California 33 fire code Requirement.
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Event Level Room Inventory & Layout
Dressing/Locker
Room

Sq. Ft.

Bathroom

Description

A

273

Community
(6 showers)

Community lockers; can be subdivided; separate
coach’s and trainer’s office

B

360

Community
(6 showers)

Community lockers; can be subdivided

C

321

Personal

Separate dressing room

D

294

Personal

Separate dressing room; can be combined with F
into one room

E

465

Community
(8 showers)

Community lockers; separate coach’s and
trainer’s office

F

320

Personal

Separate dressing room; can be combined with D
into one room

G

252

Personal

Separate dressing room; storage space

H

507

Community
(8 showers)

Community lockers; separate coach’s and
trainer’s office; storage space

I

264

Personal

Separate dressing room; storage space

Green Room

338

Personal

Mini-kitchen
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Event Level Room Inventory & Layout

Note – areas shaded in
grey are not available for
use. Please call ahead with
inquiries for room usage.
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Technical Information
SCOREBOARD/VIDEO CAPABILITIES
Q-TUBE, a dynamic 28-feet-high state-of-the-art scoreboard is highlighted by four LED highresolution “virtual scoring matrix” screens and a circular LED “ring” that is displayed at the bottom of
the structure. These Mitsubishi Diamond Vision screens vibrantly display real time statistics,
animated graphics, and additional information throughout Quicken Loans Arena. Each 8’ x 21.5’
screen is a 100 percent digital system capable of displaying 16.7 billion colors. These screens have the
widest viewing angles of all LED products, offering horizontal viewing angles of a full 170 degrees and
vertical viewing angles of an incredible 140 degrees, providing crystal clear images to every seat in
the house.
There are three multi-screen video walls located on the main concourse that feature entertainment
and sports highlights as well as upcoming event features.
562 television monitors are located throughout the arena so guests do not miss a minute of
entertainment during visits to the concours areas.
Quicken Loans Arena houses a full-service production facility including a spacious video control room,
30’x22’ studio with lighting grid, multiple edit suites, 3D graphics and animation studio, radio
production center, and extensive field production capability allowing full video support and
broadcast coordination for shows of all sizes.

SOUND SYSTEM
The arena’s concert quality sounds system is configured in center hung, moveable trussing.
Additional speakers are located in the scoardboard for floor fill, as well as subwoofers located
underneath the retractable seating in the north and south ends of the arena. This sounds system
provides over 8,000 watts of incredible sound inside the seating bowl. Furthermore, audio lines run
to every nook and cranny of the arena, providing over 120 locations for mic and speaker hook ups.

LIGHTING
With the arena’s Musco Lighting system, a variety of lighting configurations can be accomplished
through specific settings for basketball, hockey, and seating areas. As per NBA requirements, arena
lighting exceeds television lighting requirements. Additionally, located along the catwalk are six
Gladiator IV spotlights and 10 Gladiator III spotlights. The arena is also equipped with four super
scans and four golden scans.
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Technical Information
CURTAINING SYSTEM
To add to the arena’s versatility, a special 1,350’ x 42’ linear black curtain was custom-designed to
cover the seats in the 200 sections of the arena. The hanging curtain can be configured in a variety of
ways to help create an intimate atmosphere for your event.

PYROTECHNICS
For your convenience, the arena features a pyro room located in the USA 300 yards from back stage
end for your convenience, and both C02 and water based extinguishers are available for rent upon
request. Only a licensed technician in the state of Ohio can operate pyro. For a list of recommended
technicians, please contact the Manager of Event Services at (216) 420-2261.

SIGNAGE
All interior signage must be pre-approved by the Event Coordinator. Signage must not be attached in
a manner that would result in damage to the arena, and removal of all decorations is the sole
responsibility of show personnel. Any labor and/or damage costs resulting from signage removal on
behalf of arena personnel will be billed to the show. Additionally, any exterior signage must be
approved by the Event Coordinator as well as by the City of Cleveland.

TELECOMMUNICATIONS
The telecommunications system at Quicken Loans Arena is an AVAYA DL360 Switch. This switch
contains analog, digital and VOIP lines. The voicemail system is AVST CallXpress Voicemail. It has out
calling capabilities, and the mail box capacities are able to be changed to accommodate the user. The
call accounting system is Microcall and Avaya CMS Supervisor. The arena’s carrier is Windstream. We
utilize three PRI’s for inbound and outbound calling.
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Technical Information
INTERNET CAPABILITIES
Quicken Loans Arena features the following internet capabilities:







We offer standard 10 Meg Up/Down dedicated, non-firewalled high speed internet access.
DHCP addresses are provided. Static addresses are available by request.
Speeds can be customized to meet client needs up to 1 Gigabyte at an additional cost.
Requests for static addresses or changes to dedicated internet speed must be made 30 – 45
days in advance.
High Density Public WiFi is available throughout the entire arena and is capable of 5,000 plus
users.
Distributed Antenna System (DAS) Cellular 4G LTE access provided by Verizon Wireless is also
available through the entire arena.
All dressing rooms have at least one Ethernet drop with a maximum of two per room.

If you have any questions regarding internet capabilities at the arena, please contact the Manager of
Network Operations at (216) 420-2182.

DAS AND WI-FI
The cellular technology deployed by Quicken Loans Arena is a DAS (Distributed Antenna System). This
system is a high density installation, capable of supporting thousands of simultaneous cellular
connections. The system supports both 3g and 4g connections and is led by our partner, Verizon and
can support up to 3 more cellular carriers.
Quicken Loans Arena Wi-Fi system is a high density Wi-Fi system and has 230 access points. Wi-Fi is
available for free for general public use and is known as QWIFI. The system uses a 100mb internet
line provided by Time Warner Cable and can several thousand simultaneous Wi-Fi users.
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Technical Information
FLOOR
The arena floor runs 246 feet from north to south and 98 feet from east to west. The approximate
size of the floor is 24,108 square feet.

FACILITY POWER
Quicken Loans Arena is powered by a two source substation. If back up power is needed, the arena
would provide the necessary diesel emergency generators. Additionally, natural gas is the energy
source for domestic hot water, ice making and removal, and the two zambonies.

HVAC
Quicken Loans Arena is an all electric facility for HVAC. Three 1,000 ton Carrier centrifugal chillers
serve most of the building, while one 300 ton Carrier centrifugal chillers serves a few select areas.
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Technical Information
LOADING DOCK
The loading dock is located in the underground service area, located on the south side of the
building, with entrance from Bolivar Street off of East 9th Street. The dock area is covered and
secured and contains a truck turn around. There are four pull-up, leveling loading docks measured at
9’ wide x 10’ high and two drive-in loading docks measured at 14’ wide x 15’ high. Three of the pullup docks are available all day, while the fourth dock becomes available after 4:00 pm.
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Technical Information
SHOW POWER SOUTH END






4 – 400 amp panels – show power left
4 – 200 amp panels – show power left
4 – 400 amp panels – show power right
4 – 200 amp panels – show power right
All amp panels are 3 phase 208V
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Technical Information
SHOW POWER – NORTH END




1 – 200 amp panel – NE Vom
1 – 200 amp panel – NW Vom
All amp panels are 3 phase 208V

NE Vom

NW Vom
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Technical Information
SHOW POWER – MARSHALLING AREA






4 – 200 amp panels (3 phase 208V)
13 – 50 amp circuits available for Edison power breakout
Power panels and circuits connect on columns – see panel diagram below
Separate electrical transformer feed (stage right)
Separate electrical transformer feed (stage left)

SHOW POWER – USA



8 – 200 amp, 3 phase 208V Cam-Loc
- May be used for high definition television trucks, catering equipment, and other needs
18 – 50 amp bus connections

Marshalling
Area
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Ticketing
Quicken Loans Arena provides both on-site and remote access ticketing needs for your event. The
Box Office Treasurer will prepare your show’s Manifest and coordinate all ticketing programs for your
event. You will be provided with statements of daily ticket sales and, at the conclusion of the event, a
full accounting will be made available. It takes around 7-10 working days for a show to go on sale
and no show can go on sale without Fire Marshall approval.

The Quicken Loans Arena Main Box Office is located in the Arcade Entrance at the corner of Huron
Road and East 6th Street. The Main Box Office sells tickets for all Quicken Loans Arena events.
Tickets are also available to purchase through Veritix charge by phone at 888-894-9424, online at
theqarena.com or at any one of the Discount Drug Mart’s 58 Northern Ohio locations.
To reach the Quicken Loans Arena Box Office with further questions or for updated hours, please call
(216) 420-2272 or email events@cavs.com.
The Arena Box Office accepts cash and all major credit cards as form of payment.
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Concessions/Premium Dining
CONCESSIONS
Quicken Loans Arena has partnered with ARAMARK, who handles all the food and beverage services
throughout the arena. ARAMARK currently has 35 permanent food and beverage concession
locations on three floors of the arena, along with 21 portable locations.
FanFare stands offer traditional items such as hot dogs, soft pretzels, nachos, peanuts, popcorn,
candy and soda. Other specialty items, including grilled chicken sandwiches, burgers, chicken tenders
and various gluten free and vegetarian options are also available. Favorites such as Georgio’s Pizza,
Elmore’s Smokehouse, Coldstone Creamery Ice Cream, Rocco Whalen’s Rocco’s at the Q, and
Jonathon Sawyer’s See-Saw Pretzel Shoppe can also be found in the arena.

MICHAEL SYMON’S B SPOT AND BAR SYMON
ARAMARK has partnered with local celebrity, Iron Chef Michael Symon, with areas at the arena
modeled after two of his signature restaurants.

Bar Symon
Bar Symon features signature menu items from Michael Symon’s restaurant and is located on the
Huntington Bank Club Level on the fourth floor.

B Spot
B Spot features Michael Symon’s signature burgers, brats and craft beers and is located on the main
concourse next to the Cavaliers Team Shop.

QUAKER STEAK & LUBE FULL-SERVICE RESTAURANT
The Lube® located on the main concourse features the same award-winning food, beverages and
unique motor-sports themed decor as the other Lube locations. The menu items are fueled by the
flavor of seven signature sauces that are enjoyed with jumbo wings, as sides for appetizers, on grilled
boneless wings, legendary burgers and the #1 favorite salad at The Lube®, the Boneless Wing Salad. A
full-service bar is also available.
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Concessions/Premium Dining
PREMIUM DINING
Courtside and Club Level Suites
Suite holders can pre-order from an extensive restaurant-style menu. The menu features Chef
Michael Symon’s signature menu item such as beef brisket, porky nachos and the Cleveland Classic.
Also included are favorites from local chefs Rocco Whalen and Jonathon Sawyer. Other fan favorites
include cheeseburger sliders, dark beer tenderloin, roasted garlic shrimp alfredo and the BBQ chicken
flatbread pizzas. With an array of options, there is something for everyone!

VIP Club and Key Bank Court Club
The VIP Club and Key Bank Court Club offer guests at Quicken Loans Arena a chance to sample a
sophisticated, buffet-style menu set up in various food action stations, along with a full-service bar.

Bridges Restaurant
Bridges at The Q is just a bounce pass away from the action and is open for select concerts and
special events. Enjoy the pleasure of a distinct dining experience at Bridges at The Q. At Bridges you
can relax and savor a wonderful dinner, or mingle with friends at the spacious bar. The eclectic menu
features a variety of appetizers and entrée choices. The ambiance is comfortable and easy,
surrounded by a breathtaking view of Cleveland’s landmark Bridges. This area can also serve as great
banquet space.

PRIVATE EVENT CATERING
Our meeting and banquet facilities offer several adaptable areas that are available for business or
social occasions. Each of the nine available spaces provide the perfect setting for guests to hold
functions in the exciting sports and entertainment atmosphere that Quicken Loans Arena provides.
ARAMARK chefs will create a customized menu featuring specialties from the catering menu for all
private events.

For more information on ARAMARK’s dining services at Quicken Loans Arena, please visit
http://www.theqarena.com/arenainfo/dining/.
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Merchandise
All retail sales inside Quicken Loans Arena are handled in house. This includes all merchandise
(souvenir, novelty, books, music, photos and other items), sales and operations. There are six
permanent stands that can be converted for event merchandise (5 on the main the concourse and 1
on the upper concourse). There are two portable locations (1 on the club level and 1 on the upper
concourse) to add additional selling locations for events that require it. There is also the capability of
providing additional locations both inside and outside the building as needed. All selling locations
must be advanced no later than two weeks before the show date. Standard check in time is 9:00 am
day of the show. Cash payments the night of the show need to be approved in advance and are
subject to a percentage of sales. Please contact the Senior Retail Manager at (216) 420-2044 with any
further questions.
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Security Policies & Procedures
Creating a safe and secure environment for all of our guests and employees is a high priority at
Quicken Loans Arena. It is our responsibility to make sure the people who spend time at this facility
are safe and secure. We will take the necessary measures to provide an environment where our
guests can have a good time without concern.
Arena security personnel reserve the right to determine the method of security checks as deemed
necessary including the use of metal detectors, the search of jackets, clothing and other items.

What you are not permitted to carry into Quicken Loans Arena:







No video recorders, audio recorders, or other similar electronic devices
No laser pointers or weapons
No backpacks, large bags, sealed packages of any kind (including gifts for performers)
No bottles, cans, coolers
No outside food or beverages. Exceptions are made for medical reasons, baby food and
reasonable children’s snacks (crackers, raisins, juice boxes, etc.)
For a more extensive list please visit http://www.theqarena.com/arena-info/policies.

What you are permitted to carry into Quicken Loans Arena:



Purses and diaper bags are permitted and will be inspected by security
Binoculars and cell phones are permitted and subject to security inspection

Additional safety measures implemented at Quicken Loans Arena include:















24 hour manned security control room
CCTV monitoring the exterior of the facility and vital areas of the facility’s interior
32 CEIA PMD2 Walk-Through Metal Detectors
Roving security officers outside and inside the facility
Secured entry for production, talent and promoters
Biometrics-based credentialing system
ID cards issued to all team members
Overnight security for production
Medical personnel on standby
Police escorts for ingress or egress (by request)
Exterior Audio Loop tape with instructions for patrons specific to your event
On-site Fire Marshal
On-site law enforcement supervision
Event control room to monitor/dispatch appropriate personnel for issue resolution
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Arena Policies
ALCOHOL
A Valid I.D. (State I.D., Driver’s License and Military I.D.) is required for purchase of Alcohol if you
appear to be 30 years of age or younger. Ohio law prohibits passports and any I.D. from foreign
states as forms of identification. The service limit for events is 2 alcoholic beverages per transaction.
Alcohol service cut-off is made at the beginning of the 4th quarter for NBA games, at the end of the
second intermission for AHL games, or at management’s discretion.

CAMERA POLICY
The camera policy is determined by each show, and therefore varies from event to event. Cameras
are permitted for Cavaliers games. If allowed, cameras will be inspected at designated turnstiles and
must be no more than 6 inches in length and 4 inches wide across the lens. Anything greater than
this is considered professional equipment and is not permitted in The Q. Call Event Information at
(216) 420-2200 or toll free (800) 332-2287 to find out the camera policy for other events.

FIRST-AID
There are two First-Aid stations in Quicken Loans Arena staffed with registered nurses. The First-Aid
stations are located on the Main Concourse near Section 121 and on the Upper Concourse near
Section 220. On site for all events is a paramedic unit from the City of Cleveland. The Quicken Loans
Arena staff is trained to call for immediate response and assistance in emergency situations.

RE-ENTRY
Quicken Loans Arena has a no re-entry policy. Once you leave the building during an event, you will
not be permitted to return.

SERVICE ANIMALS
Trained guide dogs or service animals assisting guests are welcome inside Quicken Loans Arena. All
service animals must remain on a leash or in a harness at all times.

SMOKING POLICY
Quicken Loans Arena is a smoke-free facility. Smoking is not permitted anywhere in the building.
Designated smoking areas are located outside the venue.
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Arena Policies
SOLICITATION/VENDING
Quicken Loans Arena does not permit unauthorized soliciting or collecting of contributions, vending,
distribution of fliers or other promotional/advertising materials on the premises.

TICKET POLICY
A valid ticket for the event is required for admittance to Quicken Loans Arena unless otherwise
indicated. Children two years or older must have a ticket for admittance unless otherwise stated.
Children under two must sit on a parent’s lap.
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